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11 INSPIRING
KITCHEN & BATH
DESIGNS
With design tips from the
experts and recipes to
recreate the look

BRING YOUR
DREAM TO LIFE
Visit your local showroom today

TIME TO DREAM.
Tips to Plan.
You’re in the home stretch—winter is winding down and the joyful
chaos of summer hasn’t yet begun. And maybe, just maybe, you
actually have a few moments to yourself. A little time to dream.
We’re happy to help you indulge.
Turn the page to discover new kitchens and bathrooms to inspire your
next home improvement project. Get design tips from the experts on
streamlining your kitchen or creating a guest-worthy bathroom. Once
you’re ready, bring your ideas to the nearest KOHLER ® showroom
where you can explore and experience a wide array of products.
Visit your local showroom for best pricing on your entire
KOHLER brand kitchen and bathroom purchase.
It’s your time to dream.

FACETS OF DESIGN

Trade simple utility for elegant artistry when you explore the Artist Editions ® collection.
Because your sink is more than a mere sink, it tells the story of you.
(Briolette™ K-2373-TG7 shown on cover).
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DESIGNER TIP
Meet Sabrina DaLomba, our featured design consultant. As a
designer and the director of several KOHLER ® Signature Stores,
Sabrina not only knows great design, she understands how to
help you bring it home. Look for her designer tips and advice
throughout the following pages. This is the kind of help you
can expect when you visit a KOHLER Signature Store.

DESIGNER Q & A
Find out what inspires and informs the work of our featured
designer and how her stunning kitchen design came to life.
COURTNEY CACHET
Garden Galley kitchen // 26

SMART DESIGN SOLUTIONS
Looking for ways to make your spaces more inviting and efficient?
Get great ideas for making the most of your bathroom.
GET READY TO WONDER AGAIN
Discover intelligent toilets // 28
5 STEPS TO DESIGNING A GUEST BATH
Make your guests feel at home // 37
A LITTLE VANITY GOES A LONG WAY
How to create personal styling spaces // 46

STOP BY YOUR KOHLER SHOWROOM TODAY.
Let’s make your dream come true.

DISCOVER MORE INSPIRING KITCHEN AND
BATHROOM DESIGNS AT IDEAS.KOHLER.COM.
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emerald
VIEW

An unexpected blend of
classic architecture and
contemporary detail, the
Emerald View kitchen
brings the outdoors in
to a surprisingly formal
setting. An extension of
the stunning landscape,
this modified galley
features a cozy banquette
for two.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/EmeraldView

Stress-Free Stainless
If you are a fan of stainless steel, you
probably love the way it matches your
appliances and looks great in almost
any kitchen design thanks to its endlessly
versatile style. But you may not be as
crazy about the upkeep. The answer?
The Undertone Preserve ® Series, featuring
a unique scratch-resistant layer unlike
any other. Get stainless steel beauty
without the bother.

C

A
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A|A
 RTIFACTS ® SINGLE-HANDLE BAR FAUCET
K-99264-CP ($400–$560)
B | BRINX® TOP-MOUNT BAR SINK K-3674-NA ($1,299)
C|A
 RTIFACTS PULL-DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET
K-99259-CP ($575–$805)
D|U
 NDERTONE ® PRESERVE UNDER-MOUNT
SINGLE-BOWL KITCHEN SINK WITH SINK RACK
K-3325-HCF-NA ($849)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and
best pricing. List prices do not include showroom discounts.
Price ranges are based on colors and finishes. All noted list
prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.
TILE (FLOOR) | ANN SACKS ® UNION ARABIAN MOSAIC
AS15735, ANN SACKS CHISAI MOSAIC AS12726
COUNTERTOP | DEKTON ARIANE 296
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® BLACK PANTHER 2125-10
AND CHROME GREEN PM-10
WALLPAPER | CUSTOM WATERCOLOR WALLPAPER
BY BLACK CROW STUDIOS, GRAHAM & BROWN PAINTABLE
WALLPAPER (PAINTED WITH BENJAMIN MOORE BLACK
PANTHER 2125-10)
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American
PLUM
Vibrant and colorful, this kitchen
is a lesson in mixing patterns and
playing with scale. Bordering on
audacious, American Plum brings
together the right balance of daring
and sophistication.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/AmericanPlum

A

B
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A Family Resemblance
If you like a highly coordinated look in
the kitchen, we’ve created faucet and
sink families that let you outfit each
work station—primary, prep, cook,
beverage—with faucets and sinks that
carry a design thread throughout the
entire space. We even have pot fillers
to continue the look over the stove.
C
D

A | HIRISE™ BRIDGE KITCHEN FAUCET K-7337-4-BS
($1,331–$1,597), SIDESPRAY K-7344-4-BS
($679–$815)
B | VAULT™ SELF-TRIMMING ® UNDER-MOUNT
SINGLE-BOWL KITCHEN SINK WITH SINK RACK
K-3943-NA ($999)
C | HIRISE BAR FAUCET K-7342-4-BS ($1,015–$1,219)

E

D | VAULT UNDER-MOUNT BAR SINK WITH
SINK RACK K-3840-1-NA ($459)
E|H
 IRISE DECK-MOUNT POT FILLER K-7323-4-BS
($1,331–$1,597)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions
and best pricing. List prices do not include showroom
discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and
finishes. All noted list prices reflect pricing at time
of print and are subject to change.
TILE | ELITE TILE H
 EXTILE
COUNTERTOP | WHITE CARRARA MARBLE
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® ICE MIST OC-67,
DARK PURPLE 2073-10
WALLPAPER | BACK TO THE WALL, BLOOM
BOOM MURAL
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PLATINUM
PEAKS
Open concept homes that combine living and task
areas require an extra dose of thoughtful design
to make the space not only practical but artful.
Our Platinum Peaks kitchen pairs a luxe black
and platinum palette with Nordic minimalism to
create a welcoming mountain retreat.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/PlatinumPeaks

A

B

DESIGNER TIP
On Technology
Since technology is becoming a must-have for all areas of
our lives and homes, it is helpful to get familiar with what
the options are. Most important, you want to have the ability
to easily upgrade as time goes on. Plenty of outlets and a
charging station make it easy to have your phone or tablet
handy to find recipes, watch how-to cooking videos, provide
entertainment, check the weather before leaving the house
and more. And a touchless kitchen faucet is an affordable
solution to help keep you on track with your busy schedule.

16

A

C

A Sensor That Makes
Good Sense
Cooking can be messy business.
And whether you’re up to your wrists
in dough or you just managed to get
raspberry jam on most of your fingers,
a touchless faucet can stop the mess
from spreading. Just a simple wave of

A

your hand or a cooking utensil breaks
the sensor’s beam and turns the faucet
on or off. Smart positioning makes it
B

easy and intuitive to use.

A|S
 ENSATE ® PULL-DOWN TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET K-72218-2BZ ($698–$882)
B | BROOKFIELD ™ UNDER-MOUNT DOUBLE-EQUAL KITCHEN SINK K-5846-5U-7 ($839–$1,254)
C|W
 HITEHAVEN ® SELF-TRIMMING ® UNDER-MOUNT SINGLE-BOWL KITCHEN SINK WITH TALL APRON
K-5827-95 ($1,179–$1,762)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices do not include
showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes. All noted list prices reflect
pricing at time of print and are subject to change.
TILE | A
 NN SACKS ® LUX MOSAIC AS15221
COUNTERTOP | DEKTON COSENTINO KEON
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® BLACK SATIN 2131-10
WALLPAPER | NLXL PIET BOON CON-07
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RIO
RE VELRY
Brazilian design influences give this kitchen its sleek,
spirited energy. Walnut cabinets with vertical slats
throughout combine with an opalescent backsplash
to create a tropical minimalist paradise.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/RioRevelry
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A Little Something Extra
Invented for those times when you
could use an extra pair of hands or

C

a bigger workspace, sink accessories
help with easier prep and cleanup.
No matter which sink you choose,
D

universal or custom sink accessories
can add another level of functionality
and convenience. Choose from a wide
range of sink racks, cutting boards,
caddies, colanders and more.

A | EVOKE ® PULLOUT KITCHEN FAUCET K-6331-VS ($735–$992)
B|R
 IVERBY® UNDER-MOUNT LARGE/MEDIUM KITCHEN SINK WITH ACCESSORIES
K-8669-5UA3-FD ($919–$1,373)
C | EVOKE PULLOUT BAR FAUCET K-6332-VS ($735–$992)
D|R
 IVERBY UNDER-MOUNT SINGLE-BOWL KITCHEN SINK WITH SINK RACK
K-5872-5UA1-FD ($895)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices
do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes.
All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.
TILE | A
 NN SACKS ® CHRYSALIS PLUME MOSAIC AS13013, OGASSIAN CONCRETE AS14416
COUNTERTOP | SILESTONE BLANCO MAPLE
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® RURAL EARTH 1239
WALLPAPER | WITCH & WATCHMEN AMAZONIA
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HOME TOUR

MODERN
MIRAGE

FOR MER G ER A LD & BE T T Y FORD ESTATE
The task of redesigning Gerald and Betty Ford’s California estate for life
in the 21st century fell to gifted designer Darren Brown. While honoring
the home’s architectural roots, Brown exchanged pristine ’70s decor for
quiet, desert-toned minimalism.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/ModernMirage

DESIGNER TIP
On Streamlined Kitchens
Evaluate how you use your kitchen. Is there more than one
person working in the room at the same time? Are you the
one who makes the mess or the one who cleans up? Or
both? Would additional prep or beverage sink areas simplify
the workflow? Work with a trained professional to increase
your chance of creating the best plan. Kitchen designers
know the right questions to ask.
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A
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A | PURIST® PULLOUT KITCHEN FAUCET K-7505-CP ($509)
B | CAPE DORY® UNDER-MOUNT SINGLE-BOWL KITCHEN SINK K-5864-5U-K4 ($1,051)
C | PURIST PULLOUT BAR FAUCET K-7506-CP ($482)
D | VAULT™ TOP-MOUNT BAR SINK K-3840-1-NA ($459)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing.
List prices do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based
on colors and finishes. All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print
and are subject to change.
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® TAPESTRY BEIGE OC-32
COUNTERTOP | SILESTONE ARIEL
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garden
galley

New York–based designer Courtney Cachet
chose a white-on-white color palette for this
traditional galley kitchen. Juxtaposing modern
faucets and hardware designs against a coffered
ceiling and arched doorway, Cachet combines
classic and contemporary design to create
a wonderfully welcoming kitchen.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/GardenGalley

Q&A
WITH DESIGNER COURTNEY CACHET

Why is white such a lasting look
across design trends?
Trends come and go but white kitchens are
overwhelmingly the most popular. They feel
clean and bright. Since it is typically the first
place homeowners go in the morning, white
makes a lot of sense. This is how you start
your day.

A

How does your finish choice, Vibrant®
Brushed Bronze, inform other elements
in the room?
It felt like vintage brass. With all the glam
hardware and the brass-finished hood, I didn’t
want something super bright. This feels more
elegant. And it adds just enough to highlight
the metallic flecks in the Lusso counters.

B

Do you have any design tips for people
with galley kitchens?
Add more design. Often, we are more inclined
to keep small spaces ultrasimple but that’s all
wrong. Small spaces need more design and
decor—and it’s much easier when you have
two equal sides! Go for it.

Swap Your Sink.
Save Your Cabinets.
Love the style of farmhouse sinks but

Do you have a general design tip
for homeowners?

still happy with your kitchen cabinets?
You can have both.

Don’t wait to make your home fabulous.
Don’t wait until your children get older or
the proverbial “when we have more time.”
There’s never enough time. Make it happen
and you’ll thank me later.

The Whitehaven ® sink with a short apron
accommodates standard cabinetry,
making your remodel quick and easy.
And while the apron is approximately
7 inches, you’ll still have a deep 9-inch

New York–based celebrity designer and TV personality,
Courtney Cachet is known for her designs including
home decor accessories, paper goods and furniture.

basin in which to work.

A | K ARBON ® WALL-MOUNT KITCHEN FAUCET
K-6228-C15-BV ($2,599)
B | N APA™ UNDER-MOUNT BAR SINK K-5848-FF
($499–$746)
C | K ARBON DECK-MOUNT KITCHEN FAUCET
K-6227-C15-BV ($2,199)
D | WHITEHAVEN SELF-TRIMMING ® UNDER-MOUNT
SINGLE-BOWL KITCHEN SINK WITH SHORT APRON
K-6488-FF ($1,279–$1,912)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions
and best pricing. List prices do not include showroom
discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes.
All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print and
are subject to change.
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TILE | ANN SACKS ® CALACATTA BORGHINI MOSAIC
AS10126/AS10140
COUNTERTOP | SILESTONE LUSSO
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® SIMPLY WHITE OC-117,
WHITE DOVE OC-17

C

D
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get ready to

wonder again
Once in a great while, something new comes along
that makes you wonder how you ever lived without it.
Intelligent toilets and cleansing seats feature next-generation technology.
So when you are considering the perfect bathroom, consider a toilet that can
live up to those expectations, with products that are designed to create a
relaxing and comfortable toilet experience. So cleansing, so comforting,
you’ll wonder how you ever lived without one.

For advanced features on individual toilets and seats, visit KOHLER.com/IntelligentToilets.

MODERN
MOSAIC
Bringing together cloudy grays, cool blues and crisp
whites, this contemporary bathroom is instantly calming.
A refreshing mix of materials and styles, Modern Mosaic
juxtaposes the artful detail of a reflective glass mosaic
against the utilitarian flair of a concrete floor and soft
curving fixtures. The final result is both clean-lined
and comfortable.

To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/ModernMosaic

30

A Cleaner Kind of Clean
Sleek and smart, a cleansing seat
will elevate your daily routine.
It’s an instant upgrade to any
toilet with customizable amenities
you might experience at a spa
or in a luxury hotel, including
warm-water cleansing, heated
seat, nightlight and much more.
KOHLER ® cleansing seats are

B

designed to fit most toilets and
our signature designs complement
a range of decors.

A

A|S
 AN SOUCI ® COMFORT HEIGHT® ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED
1.28 GPF TOUCHLESS TOILET K-4000-0 ($827)
B | C 3 ® -230 ELONGATED CLEANSING TOILET SEAT K-4108-0 ($1,375)
C|C
 OMPOSED ® FLOOR-MOUNT BATH FILLER TRIM WITH HANDSHOWER
K-T73087-4-CP ($1,503)
D | SUNSTRUCK ® FREESTANDING BUBBLEMASSAGE™ AIR BATH WITH BASK®
HEATED SURFACE AND FLUTED SHROUD K-1967-GW-0 ($5,806–$6,122)
E|J
 ACQUARD ® FRAMED MIRROR K-99664-1WA ($356)
F|C
 OMPOSED TALL SINGLE-HANDLE BATHROOM SINK FAUCET WITH
LEVER HANDLE K-73168-4-CP ($664–$963)
G | INIA™ WADING POOL ® BATHROOM SINK K-2773-G1-B11 ($549–$714)
H|D
 AMASK® 60" WALL-HUNG VANITY K-99524-1WT ($1,792–$2,118),
SOLID/EXPRESSIONS ® 61" VANITY TOP K-5441-S33 ($935–$1,122),
COMPOSED CABINET KNOBS K-73155-CP ($15–$21),
COMPOSED DRAWER PULLS K-73152-CP ($24–$35)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing.
List prices do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based
on colors and finishes. All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print
and are subject to change.
TILE | A
 NN SACKS ® ARDEN FIELD AS13136,
ANN SACKS CHRYSALIS PLAYA MOSAIC AS13013
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® BLACK SATIN 2131-10
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A | STILLNESS ® TOWEL RING K-14456-BN ($127–$183)
B | STILLNESS WIDESPREAD BATHROOM SINK FAUCET
WITH LEVER HANDLES K-942-4-BN ($600–$869)
C | K ALLOS ® UNDER-MOUNT BATHROOM SINK
K-2361-TG8 ($532–$692)
D | POPLIN ® FRAMED MIRROR K-99666-1WA ($324)

34

E | P OPLIN 36" VANITY WITH FURNITURE LEGS
K-99533-LGL-1WT ($1,629–$1,791), PURIST® CABINET
KNOB K-14484-BN ($11–$16)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and
best pricing. List prices do not include showroom discounts.
Price ranges are based on colors and finishes. All noted
list prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject
to change.V

NORDIC
LIGHTS
Inspired by the organic minimalism of Scandinavian design,
Nordic Lights espouses a modern aesthetic with an eye toward
the natural world. With a combined bath and shower space and
only one styling space, we were careful to maximize efficiency
along with comfort and style.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/NordicLights

DESIGNER TIP
On Guest Baths
Ease of use is key in planning a bathroom
for multiple users. Towels should be easy to
find, there should be convenient places for
toiletries both in the shower and at the vanity.
The switches and outlets should be evident.
And it should be easy to clean afterwards!
A, B

C

D

E, F
I

H

G

A | CHOREOGRAPH ® 14" SHOWER LOCKER ® STORAGE K-97631-NY ($495–$544)
B | CHOREOGRAPH 60" X 96" WALL PANEL K-97604-W10 ($549–$934),
42" X 96" WALL PANEL K-97602-W10 ($384–$653)
C|P
 URIST® 2.5 GPM SHOWERHEAD WITH KATALYST® AIR-INDUCTION SPRAY
K-965-AK-BN ($93–$135) AND SHOWERARM AND FLANGE K-933-BN ($142–$205)
D|P
 URIST MULTIFUNCTION 1.75 GPM HANDSHOWER K-978-BN ($149–$216),
STILLNESS ® TRANSFER VALVE TRIM K-T10944-4-BN ($187–$272),
STILLNESS RITE-TEMP® PRESSURE-BALANCING VALVE TRIM
K-TS950-4-BN ($278–$403), STILLNESS BATH SPOUT K-952-BN ($164–$238),
STILLNESS SUPPLY ELBOW K-976-BN ($112–$163), MASTERSHOWER ® 60"
METAL SHOWER HOSE K-9514-BN ($63–$160), 30" SLIDEBAR WITH STILLNESS
TRIM K-8524-BN/K-974-BN ($204–$297/$29–$44)
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E | UNDERSCORE ® RECTANGLE DROP-IN BATH K-1848-95 ($1,373–$1,585)
F | LEVITY® SLIDING SHOWER DOOR K-706013-L-ABV ($1,435–$1,650)
G|P
 ERSUADE ® CIRC COMFORT HEIGHT® ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH TOILET WITH
SKIRTED TRAPWAY K-3753-95 ($492–$735)
H | R EVEAL ® NIGHTLIGHT QUIET-CLOSE™ TOILET SEAT K-75792-0 ($86–$125)
I | STILLNESS VERTICAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER K-14459-BN ($111–$161)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices
do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes.
All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.
TILE | ANN SACKS ® BEAU MONDE MADELYN MOSAIC AS10864
COUNTERTOP | ANN SACKS BIANCA HELENA AS15511
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® BONIFANT WHITE DC-03

5 STEPS

to Designing a Guest Bath

1

Include storage in
the shower so guests
have easy access to
their own hair and
skin care products.

2

Install a handshower with
a slidebar so guests can
adjust the shower to the
perfect height. Plus, the
handshower makes it
easy for you to spray
the shower clean.

3

Have a wide vanity
top for your guests
to lay out their
personal items.

4

Have a bench or small table
for guests to keep clothing
items while they shower.
Set out a few special items
like a sugar scrub or facial
mask to make your guests
feel extra pampered.

5

Choose a toilet seat with
a built-in nightlight so
guests can find their way
in an unfamiliar space.
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Regency
East
Black sets the stage for the glamorous sensibility of the

Regency East bathroom, embracing both the formality and
the boldness of Hollywood’s heyday. A dramatic foundation
of richly veined Nero Marquina marble ties the entire room
together, from the modern showering space to the vintage
bathing and styling areas.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/RegencyEast

D

A|A
 RTIFACTS ® 2.0 GPM SHOWERHEAD WITH KATALYST®
AIR-INDUCTION SPRAY K-72774-SN ($89–$124),
SHOWERARM AND FLANGE K-72775-SN ($84–$117)
B|A
 RTIFACTS 2.0 GPM HANDSHOWER WITH KATALYST
AIR-INDUCTION SPRAY K-72776-SN ($115–$161),
WALL-MOUNT HANDSHOWER HOLDER AND SUPPLY
ELBOW K-72797-SN ($131–$183) MASTERSHOWER ®
60" METAL SHOWER HOSE K-9514-SN ($63–$172)

C | ARTIFACTS

RITE-TEMP® PRESSURE-BALANCING VALVE TRIM
WITH DIVERTER AND LEVER HANDLE K-T72768-4-SN ($315–$441)
D | V INTAGE ® FREESTANDING BATH K-700-0 ($4,700–$6,100),
CERAMIC BASE K-709-0 ($1,000)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing.
List prices do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based
on colors and finishes. All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print
and are subject to change.

Uncover a Wealth
of Possibility
The beauty of the Artifacts ® faucet
collection lies in its elegant and
timeless styling. From casual to

A

formal, Artifacts is at home in any
decor—giving you the freedom to
interpret the collection any way you
wish. With a variety of spout, handle
and finish options, possibilities
abound. Creating a unique look for
your space is as easy as 1, 2, 3.
1. Choose your spout.
2. Choose your handle.
3. Choose your finish.

B
C

D

A|A
 RTIFACTS BATH FAUCET WITH FLARE SPOUT K-72777-SN ($630-$900),
LEVER HANDLES K-T98071-4-SN ($158–$221)
B | ARTIFACTS HOTELIER K-72575 ($450–$675)
C | BANCROFT® COMFORT HEIGHT® TWO-PIECE ELONGATED
1.28 GPF TOILET K-3827-0 ($518–$774)
D | A RTIFACTS TOILET TISSUE CARRIAGE K-72576-SN ($190–$266)
E|A
 RTIFACTS WIDESPREAD BATHROOM SINK FAUCET WITH BELL SPOUT
K-72759-SN ($288–$405), LEVER HANDLES K-98068-4-SN ($236–$330)
F | BANCROFT 30" PEDESTAL SINK K-2347-8-0 ($1,025–$1,532)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing.
List prices do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based
on colors and finishes. All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print
and are subject to change.
TILE | ANN SACKS ® NERO MARQUINA AS02451
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® SIMPLY WHITE OC-117

40
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victorian
EDGE
With all the charm of a Victorian manor, this master
bathroom brims with drama. Steampunk-style
lighting brings a gaslight glow to smoky grays,
dusty browns and bronze shimmers. Designed
with an abundance of built-in storage from the
shower to the vanity, Victorian Edge smolders
with personality.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/VictorianEdge
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MEMOIRS CELEBRATES
®

Twenty Years of Timeless Design
As iconic as ever, the Memoirs collection has been a perennial favorite since it was introduced in 1997.
The classic design was inspired by traditional woodwork, such as baseboards and ceiling cornices.
In celebration of this well-loved design, we are delighted to be introducing new pieces to the line.
Look for the announcement later this year. Happy birthday, Memoirs. And many more.
See Memoirs and all of our collections at KOHLER.com/Collections.

B
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F

H

G

FLOOR | HARTS MILL WHITE OAK IN AGED PEWTER BY RUSTIC RIVER PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® KENDALL CHARCOAL HC-166
WALLPAPER | ROCKETT ST GEORGE SKULLS WALLPAPER – BRONZE FLOCK ON OIL SLICK

I

H

A|M
 EMOIRS ® 2.5 GPM HANDSHOWER K-419-BN ($161–$233),
MASTERSHOWER ® 60" METAL SHOWER HOSE K-9514-BN ($63–$171),
HYDRORAIL ® -R ARCH SHOWER COLUMN K-45209-BN ($408–$612),
8" TRADITIONAL ROUND 2.5 GPM RAINHEAD K-13692-BN ($422–$636)
B |C
 HOREOGRAPH ® CORD WALL KIT K-97616-T02-95 ($1,662)
C|M
 EMOIRS STATELY RITE-TEMP® PRESSURE-BALANCING
VALVE TRIM K-T463-4S-BN ($273–$395)
D | MEMOIRS STATELY BATH SPOUT WITH DIVERTER K-496-BN ($206–$325)
E|M
 EMOIRS BUBBLEMASSAGE™ AIR BATH WITH INTEGRAL APRON
K-723-GBN-NY ($5,093–$5,652)

G | CERAMIC/IMPRESSIONS ® 37" VANITY-TOP SINK K-2798-8-G88 ($450–$540),
MARABOU ® 36" VANITY K-99555-1WC ($2,009–$2,443), MARABOU LAP DRAWER
K-99669-1WC ($651–$760), MEMOIRS STATELY CABINET KNOB K-522-BN ($15–$21),
MEMOIRS STATELY DRAWER PULL K-523-BN ($30–$42)
H |MEMOIRS STATELY WIDESPREAD BATHROOM SINK FAUCET WITH
LEVER HANDLES K-454-4S-BN ($565–$819)
I | MEMOIRS STATELY COMFORT HEIGHT® ONE-PIECE ELONGATED 1.28 GPF
TOILET K-3813-NY ($1,220–$1,823), TRIP LEVER K-9167-L-BN ($36–$67)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices
do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes.
All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.

F|P
 OPLIN ® FRAMED MIRROR K-99666-1WC ($325)
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a little vanity

goes a long way
We all need a space—probably a few of them—to organize our daily lives.
We depend on our styling space to do the heavy lifting of helping us get
ready for each part of our day. So we want that space to be just right
in terms of design, storage and ease of use.

Tailored Vanity Collection
®

Personalize the Details
5 Styles | 7 Sizes | 9 Finishes | Toe Kick, Legs or Wall-Hung | Hardware | Tops | Accessories
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1

2

3

4

Choose your exterior

Choose your interior

Choose your top

Choose your
coordinating components

His Storage

Her Storage

Razor, shaving lotion, toothpaste, glasses, jewelry,

Moisturizer, makeup, hair dryer, curling iron,

phone . . . and all the other personal care items you

tweezers . . . and every item you use in your daily routine

need a place for can be stored and organized just the

is right where you need it. Roll-out appliance storage with

way you want. Electrical outlets keep you charged up

metal cups lets your curling iron heat up and cool down

and ready to go. Drawer dividers keep your standing

without taking up counter space. And electrical outlets

bottles upright and separate, and trays keep

keep cords out of sight. A makeup tray with

smaller items close and easy to find.

a mirror keeps your favorite lipstick handy.

SIDE-MOUNT ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
K-99681-1WR ($216)

GENERAL STORAGE PACKAGE
K-99682-1WS ($65)

SIDE-MOUNT ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
K-99681-1WR ($216)

MAKEUP STORAGE PACKAGE
K-99683-1WS ($82)

ROLL-OUT DRAWER AND APPLIANCE
TRAY K-99679-SH7-1WR ($250) /
K-99738-1WS ($41)

DRAWER DIVIDER PACKAGE
K-99684-1WS ($53)

ROLL-OUT APPLIANCE STORAGE
K-99567-1WR ($260)

IN-DRAWER ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
K-99566-CA3 ($345)

Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices
do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes.
All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.

Find out more at KOHLER.com/TailoredVanityCollection.
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Nantucket
Prep
A Cape Cod classic, the Nantucket Prep
bathroom captures the quintessential charm
of coastal living. Exposed beams along the
white ceiling reflect warm natural light from
the bank of windows, while fixtures in Dune,
a cool shade of white, pair with soft grays
to make this a tranquil seaside retreat.
To see more of this room, visit
ideas.KOHLER.com/NantucketPrep
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DESIGNER TIP
On Remodeling
My recommendation for the first step is to create a vision.
What are your “must-haves”? Your wish list items? What do
you love about your existing space? What do you hate about
it? Get familiar with the process, the language and the costs.
Spend some time on Pinterest and similar sites. An industry
professional can guide you through the rest of the process.

B
D
C
A

A|T
 RESHAM ® 30" VANITY K-5289-1WT ($895), DAMASK® CABINET KNOB K-99686-HF3 ($19)
B | M
 ARGAUX ® WIDESPREAD FAUCET WITH LEVER HANDLES K-16232-4-BV ($595–$862)
C | C
 ERAMIC/IMPRESSIONS ® 31" VANITY-TOP SINK K-2779-8-G82 ($425–$510)
D | M
 ARGAUX TOWEL RING K-16254-BV ($136–$190)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices do not
include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes. All noted list
prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.

I N S P I R A T I O N NANTUCKET PREP

B

A

G

C
E

F

D

A|M
 ARGAUX ® MULTIFUNCTION 2.5 GPM SHOWERHEAD K-16245-BV ($121–$176),
SHOWERARM AND FLANGE K-16280-BV ($96–$140), MARGAUX RITE-TEMP®
PRESSURE-BALANCING VALVE TRIM WITH PUSH-BUTTON DIVERTER AND LEVER
HANDLE K-T98759-4-BV ($281–$407), ARTIFACTS ® 30" SLIDEBAR K-72798-BV
($252–$360), ARTIFACTS SLIDEBAR TRIM K-72799-BV ($42–$60), ARTIFACTS 2.0 GPM
HANDSHOWER WITH KATALYST® AIR-INDUCTION SPRAY K-72776-BV ($115–$165),
ARTIFACTS WALL-MOUNT SUPPLY ELBOW K-72796-BV ($105–$150),
MASTERSHOWER ® 60" SHOWER HOSE K-9514-BV ($63–$171)
B | LEVITY® SLIDING SHOWER DOOR K-706011-L-ABV ($1,242–$1,493)
C|C
 HOREOGRAPH ® SHOWER WALL KIT K-97614-W07 ($888–$1,511),
9" SHOWER LOCKER ® STORAGE K-97630-NY ($285–$313), 14" FLOATING SHELF
K-97622-ABZ ($121), 24" SHOWER BARRE K-97625-ABZ ($85–$93)
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D | TRESHAM ® SHOWER BASE K-1974-NY ($576–$621)
E | T RESHAM COMFORT HEIGHT® ONE-PIECE ELONGATED 1.28 GPF TOILET
K-3981-NY ($909–$1,359), TRESHAM TRIP LEVER K-9375-BV ($54–$70),
REVEAL ® QUIET-CLOSE™ ELONGATED TOILET SEAT K-4008-NY ($65–$97)
F | MARGAUX HORIZONTAL TOILET TISSUE HOLDER K-16265-BV ($149–$193)
G | MARGAUX SCONCE K-16268-BV ($225–$316)
Visit your KOHLER ® showroom for current promotions and best pricing. List prices
do not include showroom discounts. Price ranges are based on colors and finishes.
All noted list prices reflect pricing at time of print and are subject to change.
FLOOR | INVINCIBLE PATRIOT RIDGE OAK FLOOR
PAINT | BENJAMIN MOORE ® SIMPLY WHITE OC-117
WALLPAPER | FARROW & BALL LATTICE WALLPAPER BP3501

MODERN
ORLANDO
OASIS
HOME TOUR

Get Inspired at IDEAS.KOHLER.COM
Discover countless design ideas for your bathroom and kitchen projects. From designer interviews to mood boards
and home tours, you’ll find the latest design trends and inspiration you need to make your project come to life.

444 Highland Drive
Kohler, WI 53044
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VISIT TODAY
FOR YOUR BEST PRICE
Achieve your dream kitchen or bathroom
with help from your local showroom. Stop
by and experience KOHLER® products
firsthand. We’re here to help with inspired
design solutions so you can start making
your dream come true. And you’re sure
to receive the best pricing at your local
showroom. Make your dream a reality.

